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Summary

Single-process models of recognition memory posit
that recognizing is based on a unidimensional value

of global memory strength. By contrast, dual-process
models propose the existence of two independent

processes subserving the explicit recognition of pre-
viously encountered episodes, namely ‘‘familiarity’’

and ‘‘recollection.’’ Familiarity represents a noncon-
textual form of recognition that may only support the

retrieval of associative information when the to-be-
associated information can be unitized, such as

when two photographs depicting the same person
are memorized (intra-item associations). Conversely,

recollection enables retrieving associations between
arbitrarily linked information, such as associations

between photographs of different persons (inter-item
associations). By measuring event-related brain

potentials (ERPs), we obtained a double dissociation
of familiarity and recollection that strongly favors

dual-process accounts of recognition memory: the
electrophysiological correlate of familiarity was signi-

ficantly larger for intra- than for inter-item associa-
tions. Conversely, the electrophysiological correlate

of recollection was significantly larger for inter- than
for intra-item associations.

Introduction

The brain’s memory system provides humans the
opportunity to ‘‘mentally travel back in time’’ via remem-
bering previously encountered information or episodes
(Tulving, 2002). ‘‘Recognition memory’’ refers to our abil-
ity to become consciously aware that something we
encounter has already been experienced some time in
the past. For cognitive neuroscientists, this ability is
not a trivial phenomenon, as there is a continuing debate
about the underlying neurocognitive processes of rec-
ognition experiences. Single-process models (Donald-
son, 1996; Gillund and Shiffrin, 1984), which posit that
recognition is based on a unidimensional scalar value
of global memory strength, stand in contrast to dual-
process models that advance the idea of two indepen-
dent processes subserving recognition memory, namely,
‘‘familiarity’’ and ‘‘recollection’’ (Jacoby, 1991; Mandler,
1980; Yonelinas, 2002). Familiarity is tied to explicit
recognition memory; it is suggested to represent a
fast-acting memory process whereby a previously en-
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countered item is perceived as ‘‘reminding us of some-
thing’’ without prompting retrieval of further contextual
information. By contrast, recollection refers to the con-
scious and effortful retrieval of an item plus further con-
textual details, such as the spatio-temporal context of
the episode or other related information.

A considerable body of literature suggests that the
processes of familiarity and recollection can indeed be
dissociated (Jacoby, 1991; Yonelinas, 2002). Moreover,
functional neuroimaging (Davachi et al., 2003; Henke
et al., 1997; Henson et al., 1999, 2005; Ranganath
et al., 2003; Yonelinas et al., 2001, 2005) as well as pa-
tient studies (Aggleton and Shaw, 1996; Düzel et al.,
2001; Quamme et al., 2004; Yonelinas et al., 2002) have
provided evidence that the two putative processes un-
derlying recognition memory may be functionally and
neuroanatomically dissociable, although the topic re-
mains highly controversial in these fields (Manns et al.,
2003; Wais et al., 2006). Recently, Norman and O’Reilly
(2003); cf. also (O’Reilly and Norman, 2002) have put for-
ward an integrative neural-network model of recognition
memory that was formulated on the basis of dual-pro-
cess models (Aggleton and Brown, 1999; Eichenbaum,
1997). According to their framework, the hippocampus
establishes associations between nonoverlapping me-
dial temporal lobe cortex (MTLC) representations in
memory and manages to subsequently retrieve the
complete studied pattern in response to a partial cue.
Thus, the hippocampus is believed to be intimately
involved in the encoding and recollection of (arbitrary)
‘‘inter-item associations’’ (Achim and Lepage, 2005; Do-
naldson and Rugg, 1998, 1999). However, the recollec-
tion mechanism is suggested to break down when the
overlap among the to-be-associated information is too
high, since the hippocampus cannot establish pattern-
separated representations in this case (Schacter et al.,
1998). By contrast, it is assumed that MTLC (i.e., perirhi-
nal, entorhinal, and parahippocampal cortices) supports
familiarity judgments based on the relative sharpness of
item representations. MTLC is thought to assign over-
lapping representations to similar stimuli, which enables
MTLC to extract the shared structure of items and statis-
tical regularities of the environment. Through a sharpen-
ing process, a smaller number of neurons are proposed
to become specifically tuned to represent a particular
stimulus over time whereas other neurons are inhibited,
which decreases total MTLC activity in response to
a familiar item relative to a novel item and enables famil-
iarity-based recognition judgments (Brown and Bashir,
2002; Grill-Spector et al., 2006; Henson et al., 2003; Li
et al., 1993).

On the basis of this view on the neurocomputational
mechanisms underlying familiarity and recollection
(Norman and O’Reilly, 2003), it may be argued that the
retrieval of inter-item associations (i.e., associations
between nonoverlapping representations) is strongly
dependent upon hippocampal recollection, whereas
the retrieval of ‘‘intra-item associations’’ (i.e., associa-
tions between highly overlapping representations) may
not be achieved by the hippocampus since the overlap
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among the to-be-associated information is too high in
this case (Schacter et al., 1998). By contrast, intra-item
associations may be retrieved by the MTLC itself;
some recent studies suggest that familiarity can support
associative memory under certain circumstances, that
is, when the to-be-associated information can be ‘‘unit-
ized’’ or represented as a unified whole (Eichenbaum
and Bunsey, 1995; Mayes et al., 2004; Opitz and Cornell,
2006; Quamme, 2004; Yonelinas et al., 1999). Impor-
tantly, this unitization process might occur in circum-
stances where representations of to-be-encoded items
are highly overlapping.

In the present study, we directly tested these hypoth-
eses by contrasting an ‘‘inter-item condition’’ with
an ‘‘intra-item condition’’ in an associative recognition
memory task. In the inter-item condition, participants
studied pairs of faces representing two different persons.
Thus, the necessity to establish and retrieve such arbi-
trary inter-item associations between faces may strongly
engage hippocampal recollection. By contrast, in the in-
tra-item condition, pairs of two physically different but
still very similar faces that were perceived as depicting
the same person were encoded. Hence, in this condition,
MTLC is expected to assign highly overlapping represen-
tations to each photograph of a given pair. Therefore, the
sharpening process that emerges across repeated expo-
sures and produces the MTLC familiarity signal is hy-
pothesized to occur more strongly when two subsequent
photographs representing the same person are studied
(intra-item condition) relative to when photographs of
two different persons are encoded (inter-item condition).
Furthermore, given that the encoding of two photo-
graphs showing the same person leads to successful
unitization processes, the retrieval of such intra-item as-
sociations may be largely supported by familiarity with-
out relying on recollection. Regarding the role of hippo-
campal recollection across the two conditions, it may
be expected that where arbitrarily paired information
has to be encoded and retrieved (i.e., in the inter-item
condition), recollection should be intimately involved.
By contrast, recollection should break down when the
overlap of to-be-associated information is too high (i.e.,
in the intra-item condition).

On the basis of the preceding arguments, we expected
a double dissociation of recollection and familiarity dur-
ing the test phase of our associative recognition memory
paradigm: recollection should be greater in the inter- rel-
ative to the intra-item condition, whereas familiarity
should be greater in the intra- relative to the inter-item
condition. Moreover, we hypothesized that in the intra-
item condition familiarity supports the retrieval of associ-
ations between faces, whereas in the inter-item condi-
tion recollection should subserve associative retrieval.
In consequence, we expected smaller contributions of
familiarity and recollection in the respective conditions
for unsuccessful versus successful retrieval of associa-
tive information. To test these hypotheses, we measured
event-related brain potentials (ERPs) during an associa-
tive recognition task, since ERPs have been suggested
to provide spatio-temporally dissociable indices of fa-
miliarity and recollection (Curran, 2000; Curran et al.,
2006; Friedman and Johnson, 2000; Mecklinger, 2000;
Rugg and Yonelinas, 2003; Woodruff et al., 2006): an
early ‘‘frontal old/new effect’’ between 300 and 500 ms
is thought to reflect familiarity and a somewhat later ‘‘pa-
rietal old/new’’ effect between 400 and 700 ms is be-
lieved to be linked to recollection. However, note that
the mapping of familiarity and recollection on these spa-
tio-temporally distinct ERP components is not without
counterarguments (Finnigan et al., 2002; Voss and Paller,
2006; Yovel and Paller, 2004). Moreover, as scalp-re-
corded ERPs do not have the spatial resolution to accu-
rately identify their neuronal generators, it remains an
open question whether the early frontal and the late pa-
rietal old/new effects are solely generated by MTLC
and hippocampus, particularly in the light of findings
suggesting important roles of frontal and parietal corti-
ces for episodic memory retrieval (Aggleton and Brown,
1999; Wagner et al., 2005). Nevertheless, given the in-
creasing evidence from neuroimaging and neuropsy-
chological studies linking familiarity to MTLC and recol-
lection to the hippocampus, it is reasonable to assume
that the early frontal and the late parietal old/new effect
at least partly depend on MTLC and hippocampal contri-
butions, respectively.

In the present associative recognition memory task,
pairs of sequentially presented photographs depicting
faces were studied (Figure 1). In the inter-item condition,
the photograph-pairs showed two completely different
persons. By contrast, in the intra-item condition the
two photographs were highly similar and thus perceived
as representing the same person. The photographs for
this latter condition were drawn from morph-continua
between pairs of faces. To ensure that participants
formed associations between individual face stimuli,
a two-step recognition memory procedure was em-
ployed in the subsequent test phase: first, a single test
face had to be initially judged as ‘‘old’’ if it had been
studied, or as ‘‘new’’ when it was a completely novel
face. Second, after correct old responses, a forced-
choice decision for two face stimuli that were both stud-
ied was required. Here, participants had to choose
the photograph that was paired at the time of study
with the previously presented single test face and to
reject the photograph that was paired with another
face at the time of study. ERPs were calculated for
the single test faces and separated according to the
success of subsequent associative (i.e., forced-choice)
recognition judgments.

Additionally, we also investigated Dm effects, that is,
differences in ERP activity at encoding that are corre-
lated with the success of subsequent memory retrieval.
Successful memory encoding is typically associated
with widespread positive-going ERP deflections relative
to unsuccessful encoding (Friedman and Johnson, 2000;
Otten and Rugg, 2002; Paller and Wagner, 2002; Wagner
et al., 1999). Capitalizing on these properties of the Dm
effect, we contrasted the study phase ERPs for subse-
quent hits followed by successful versus unsuccessful
associative judgments. This enabled us to examine
whether there are dissociable neural correlates of inter-
versus intra-item associations at the encoding stage.

Results

Behavioral Data

During the study phase, participants accurately judged
the gender of both the first and the second face of
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Figure 1. Illustration of the Study and the Test Phase of the Associative Recognition Memory Task

(A) In the study phase, pairs of morphed face stimuli were memorized. In the intra-item condition, 35% morphed and 0% morphed faces were

memorized as pairs (presented in this order), and 100% morphed and 70% morphed faces from the same morph-continuum were memorized as

pairs (presented in this order). In the inter-item condition, face-pairs depicting arbitrarily paired persons were memorized.

(B) In the test phase, a single test face initially had to be judged as ‘‘old’’ or ‘‘new.’’ After correct old responses, a forced-choice judgment had to

be made about which of two face stimuli—which were both studied—was paired with the single test face during the study phase. In the intra-item

condition, an old single test face was always a 35% morphed face, which was followed by the 0% and 70% morphed faces that created the stim-

uli for the forced-choice judgment. In the inter-item condition, the procedure was identical, except that the face stimuli depicted arbitrarily paired

persons.
each face-pair (97.2% and 99.2% correct judgments, re-
spectively). Gender judgments generally occurred faster
in the intra- than in the inter-item condition [F(1,15) =
11.34, p = 0.0042 (Table 1)]. As expected, gender judg-
ments were reliably faster for the second than for the
first faces within the study face-pairs [F(1,15) = 12.19,
p = 0.0033]. This response speed enhancement was
more pronounced in the intra-item condition [F(1,15) =
24.15, p = 0.0002] for the interaction.

During the test phase, old/new discrimination as mea-
sured by Pr (a corrected recognition score calculated by
subtracting the false alarm rate from the hit rate) was
significantly better in the intra- than in the inter-item con-
dition [F(1,15) = 13.29, p = 0.0024]; however, response
bias (Br, an index of the probability that an individual
responds that the item is old when he/she is uncertain
about the old/new status of a particular item; see Snod-
grass and Corwin, 1988) did not differ across conditions
[F(1,15) = 1.04, p = 0.3230]. While no condition effects
were found for reaction times of hits [F(1,15) = 0.82,
p = 0.3794], correct rejections occurred significantly
faster in the intra- relative to the inter-item condition
[F(1,15) = 19.62, p = 0.0005]. Forced-choice judgments
were reliably above chance for both the intra-item con-
dition [t(15) = 10.75, p < 0.0001 (two-tailed)] and the
inter-item condition [t(15) = 3.49, p = 0.0033 (two-tailed)],
with more accurate [F(1,15) = 22.15, p = 0.0003] and
faster [F(1,15) = 29.46, p < 0.0001] responses in the intra-
relative to the inter-item condition. In sum, old/new
discrimination and associative recognition was reliably
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better in the intra-item condition. The following ERP
analyses were performed to reveal whether familiarity
and recollection differentially contributed to the two
recognition memory conditions.

ERP Data

Study Phase ERPs
No reliable Dm effects were obtained for the first faces
within the study face-pairs (see Supplemental Results
for global and subsequent analyses of variance
[ANOVAs]), suggesting that the processes leading to
successful associative recognition were not initiated
upon presentation of the first, but rather the second,
faces within study face-pairs. In fact, large and reliable
Dm effects were observed for the second faces in both
conditions. In other words: ERPs to hits that were fol-
lowed by correct forced-choice judgments (referred to
as H+ in the following) were more positive-going than
ERPs to hits followed by incorrect forced-choice judg-
ments (referred to as H2). This effect started at approx-
imately 400 ms after stimulus onset and lasted until the
end of the recording epoch (Figure 2). Importantly, these
Dm effects showed a similar fronto-central topography
and magnitude in both conditions across the two time
windows used for statistical evaluation. Results from
the global and subsequent ANOVAs and from topo-
graphical analyses confirmed that Dm effects in both
time windows were not dissociable for inter- versus
intra-item associations.
Test Phase ERPs

ERPs and topographical maps illustrating the old/new
effects elicited by the single test faces are depicted in
Figure 3 and Figure 4. Most importantly, an early (300–
400 ms) frontal old/new effect associated with H+ was
obtained in the intra-item condition, but not in the in-
ter-item condition. Conversely, a late (400–700 ms) pari-
etal old/new effect associated with H+ was present in
the inter-item condition, but not in the intra-item condi-
tion. Results from the global and subsequent ANOVAs
confirmed the aforementioned results (see Supplemen-
tal Data).

Based on our a priori assumptions that an early frontal
old/new effect indexing familiarity should be stronger in
the intra-item condition than in the inter-item condition,
and that a later parietal old/new effect indexing recollec-

Table 1. Means, and SE, for Behavioral Performance and Reaction

Times

Inter-item

condition

Intra-item

condition

RT for gender judgment first

study face

597 (23) 588 (17)

RT for gender judgment second

study face

578 (32) 513 (25)

Old/new discrimination Pr 0.66 (0.04) 0.77 (0.02)

Response bias Br 0.38 (0.05) 0.44 (0.06)

RT for Hits 807 (36) 795 (33)

RT for correct rejections 852 (27) 816 (27)

Proportion of correct forced-choice

judgments

0.58 (0.02) 0.71 (0.02)

RT for correct forced-choice

judgments

1045 (24) 896 (21)

RT, reaction time. Means and SE of reaction times are reported in ms.
tion should be stronger in the inter-item condition than in
the intra-item condition, the early frontal and the late
parietal old/new differences (i.e., amplitude differences
between H+ and correct rejections at the respective lo-
cations) were submitted to a Condition 3 Time Window
ANOVA, which revealed a significant crossover Condi-
tion 3 Time Window interaction [F(1,15) = 72.21, p <
0.0001 (Figure 5)]. This interaction reflected the fact
that the early frontal (F3, Fz, F4) old/new effect was sub-
stantially greater in the intra- than in the inter-item con-
dition [t(15) = 5.13, p < 0.0001 (one-tailed)], whereas the
late parietal (P3, Pz, P4) old/new effect was substantially
greater in the inter- than in the intra-item condition
[t(15) = 27.24, p < 0.0001 (one-tailed)]. Moreover, as
can be seen in the Supplemental Results, the early
frontal old/new effect in the intra-item condition was
significantly greater for H+ than for H2, indicating that
the early frontal old/new effect was partly contingent
upon successful associative recognition. The late pa-
rietal old/new effect in the inter-item condition was

Figure 2. Study Phase ERPs

(A) ERPs depicting Dm effects for the second faces within study

face-pairs. The ERPs (shown at electrodes Fz, Cz, and Pz) were

formed for subsequent hits followed by correct forced-choice judg-

ments (H+) and for subsequent hits followed by incorrect forced-

choice judgments (H2). The two time windows used for statistical

analyses are shaded.

(B) Topographical maps depicting Dm effects across conditions in

the two time windows.
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Figure 3. Test Phase ERPs for the Inter-Item

Condition

(A) ERPs depicting old/new effects for the

inter-item condition. The ERPs (shown at

frontal [F3, Fz, F4] and parietal [P3, Pz, P4]

electrodes) were formed for correct rejec-

tions, hits followed by correct forced-choice

judgments (H+), and hits followed by incor-

rect forced-choice judgments (H2). The two

time windows used for statistical analyses

of the electrophysiological correlates of

familiarity (300–400 ms) and recollection

(400–700 ms) are shaded.

(B) Topographical maps depicting old/new

effects, which were formed by subtracting

ERPs of correct rejections from ERPs of H+,

reveal a strong late (400–700 ms) parietal

old/new effect for the inter-item condition.
significantly greater for H+ than for H2, while the old/
new effect was also reliable for H2. Topographic analy-
ses confirmed that the early, frontally focused old/new
effect in the intra-item condition was topographically
dissociable from the late, parietally distributed old/new
effect in the inter-item condition (Figures 3 and 4).

In sum, this pattern reflects a double dissociation of
the early frontal and the late parietal old/new effect. As
behavioral performance differed across conditions, it
is important to note that such double (rather than single)
dissociations cannot simply be byproducts of differen-
tial task difficulty or task performance across condi-
tions. Nevertheless, in a post-hoc analysis we aimed at
further strengthening the obtained double dissociation
by matching behavioral performance across conditions.
For this purpose, we selected participants whose intra-
item forced-choice accuracy was below the median (n =
8) and contrasted their ERPs with participants whose
inter-item forced-choice accuracy was equal or above
the median (n = 9). Importantly, forced-choice accuracy
Figure 4. Test Phase ERPs for the Intra-Item

Condition

(A) ERPs depicting old/new effects for the

intra-item condition. The ERPs (shown at

frontal [F3, Fz, F4] and parietal [P3, Pz, P4]

electrodes) were formed for correct rejec-

tions, hits followed by correct forced-choice

judgments (H+), and hits followed by incor-

rect forced-choice judgments (H2). The two

time windows used for statistical analyses

of the electrophysiological correlates of

familiarity (300–400 ms) and recollection

(400–700 ms) are shaded.

(B) Topographical maps depicting old/new

effects, which were formed by subtracting

ERPs of correct rejections from ERPs of H+,

reveal a strong early (300–400 ms) frontal

old/new effect for the intra-item condition.
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was now matched across conditions [intra-item condi-
tion: M = 0.65; inter-item condition: M = 0.63; t(15) =
0.76, p = 0.4620]. Despite reduced statistical power, in-
dependent-samples t tests confirmed that the group
formed for the intra-item condition exhibited a signifi-
cantly greater early frontal old/new effect associated
with H+ than the group formed for the inter-item condi-
tion [t(15) = 2.56, p = 0.0110 (one-tailed)]. Conversely,
the group formed for the inter-item condition exhibited
a significantly greater late parietal old/new effect associ-
ated with H+ than the group formed for the intra-item
condition [t(15) = 2.92, p = 0.0053 (one-tailed)]. The
same analysis was repeated by matching Pr values in-
stead of forced-choice accuracy, resulting in two groups
(n = 7 and n = 9) with similar Pr values [intra-item condi-
tion: M = 0.69; inter-item condition: M = 0.74; t(14) = 1.15,
p = 0.2680]. Again, the group formed for the intra-item
condition exhibited a significantly greater early frontal
old/new effect associated with H+ than the group
formed for the inter-item condition [t(14) = 3.64, p =
0.0014 (one-tailed)], whereas the group formed for the
inter-item condition exhibited a significantly greater
late parietal old/new effect associated with H+ than
the group formed for the intra-item condition [t(14) =
3.79, p = 0.0010 (one-tailed)].

As apparent from Figure 4, at around 800 ms there
was a positive and parietally focused ERP deflection
for correct rejections in the intra-item condition. Since
correct rejections occurred significantly faster in the
intra-item condition, this late positive ERP deflection
may be related to the confidence with which novel faces
were rejected. However, its late onset (at around 700 ms)
suggests that it was well beyond the time interval used
for statistical analysis of the late parietal old/new effect.
Because of this, the late positive deflection did not con-
found the aforementioned analysis of retrieval-related
ERP effects.

In addition to the aforementioned old/new effects, the
ERPs of both conditions indicated that there were very
early and frontally pronounced old/new differences be-
tween 200 and 300 ms that appeared to differ between
conditions (Figures 3 and 4). A post-hoc analysis on
these early old/new differences (see Supplemental Re-
sults) revealed reliable old/new differences in both con-
ditions in the 200–300 ms time window. However, these

Figure 5. ERP Old/New Effects Across Conditions

Old/new effects (plus standard error [SE]), which represent ampli-

tude differences between correct rejections and hits followed by

correct forced-choice judgments (H+), are shown separately for

the inter-item condition and the intra-item condition at frontal elec-

trodes (F4, Fz, F3) in an early (300–400 ms) time window and at

parietal electrodes (P4, Pz, P3) in a late (400–700 ms) time window.
effects differed across conditions, in that at frontal loca-
tions there was a significant old/new difference for H+,
but not for H2, in the intra-item condition, whereas
both H+ and H2 were associated with old/new differ-
ences in the inter-item condition.

Discussion

In the present study, we compared two types of associa-
tive encoding: a condition in which face-pairs depicting
two different, arbitrarily paired persons were memorized
(inter-item condition) and a condition in which partic-
ipants encoded pairs of physically different photo-
graphs that were perceived as representing the same
person (intra-item condition). Besides these differences
in face similarity within face-pairs, task requirements
were kept constant across conditions. On the basis
of Norman and O’Reilly’s (2003) neurocomputational
model of recognition memory, we hypothesized that
the two conditions differ in the relative contributions of
familiarity and recollection during the retrieval phase of
the associative recognition memory task, which tested
memory for the particular face pairings. Specifically,
a double dissociation of familiarity and recollection
was expected, such that familiarity should be greater
in the intra- than in the inter-item condition, whereas rec-
ollection should be greater in the inter- than in the intra-
item condition.

Our pattern of findings was largely consistent with this
hypothesis: first, the putative electrophysiological cor-
relate of familiarity, namely the early frontal old/new
effect, was significantly greater in the intra- than in the
inter-item condition (Figure 5). Given that the MTLC is
part of a neural network that contributes to the early
frontal old/new effect, this effect may result from more
pronounced sharpening processes within MTLC ac-
companying the sequential processing of two highly
similar faces (intra-item condition) relative to two dis-
similar faces (inter-item condition). In other words, see-
ing a particular person repeatedly in physically different
photographs may result in a sharper representation of
that person because some MTLC neurons are specifically
tuned to represent the statistical regularities of the
item across repeated exposures. The sharpening pro-
cess proposed to result from competitive self-organiza-
tion (arising from Hebbian learning and inhibitory com-
petition) was arguably enhanced in the intra- relative to
the inter-item condition, resulting in unitized representa-
tions and greater familiarity signals in the intra-item
condition (Norman and O’Reilly, 2003). This stronger fa-
miliarity signal might have been responsible for better
old/new discrimination in the intra-item condition.

Second, the finding that the putative electrophysiolog-
ical correlate of recollection, namely the late parietal old/
new effect, was relatively strong in the inter-item con-
dition, but virtually absent in the intra-item condition
(with a significant difference between conditions; Fig-
ure 5), is consistent with the hypothesis that the retrieval
of arbitrarily associated, nonoverlapping information re-
quires some form of hippocampal recollection (Achim
and Lepage, 2005; Norman and O’Reilly, 2003). The hip-
pocampus is proposed to establish pattern-separated
representations of to-be-associated information in re-
gion CA3 that are linked to each other and to a copy of
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the MTLC input pattern via region CA1 (Norman and
O’Reilly, 2003). By contrast, hippocampal recollection
is suggested to break down when the overlap of the to-
be-associated information is too high, as might have
been the case in the intra-item condition where indeed
no significant parietal old/new effect was observed.

This question then arises: which process might have
supported associative recognition in the intra-item con-
dition, if not hippocampal recollection? Several authors
have proposed that not only recollection, but also famil-
iarity, may support associative recognition memory in
cases where the to-be-associated information can be
encoded as a unitized whole (Eichenbaum and Bunsey,
1995; Mayes et al., 2004; Opitz and Cornell, 2006;
Quamme, 2004; Yonelinas et al., 1999). In the present
study, we assumed that the encoding of two different
photographs representing the same person results in
such unitization processes: the MTLC representations
of the two photographs are merged or unitized into
a global (highly overlapping) representation of that per-
son. Thus, due to successful unitization processes,
MTLC may have been able to retrieve the associations
between (parts of) highly similar faces directly and with-
out the detour through the hippocampal recollection
mechanism. This is also consistent with the proposal
that MTLC (i.e., perirhinal cortex) allows distinguishing
representations of complex and highly similar objects
that are represented in inferotemporal area TE (Buckley
and Gaffan, 2006). While we can only speculate on the
particular binding mechanisms involved in both tasks,
one possibility is that in the inter-item condition, associ-
ations between two faces as a whole had to be formed,
whereas the intra-item condition promoted associations
between the single features of the individual faces. Im-
portantly, our finding that the early frontal old/new effect
was significantly greater for correct relative to incorrect
associative judgments in the intra-item condition pro-
vides direct evidence for the view that familiarity sup-
ports the retrieval of associative information in circum-
stances where unitization can occur. On the basis of
these findings, we suggest to extend the Norman and
O’Reilly (2003) model, offering the possibility that
MTLC can subserve associative retrieval under circum-
stances in which the to-be-associated materials contain
highly overlapping features that allow unitization into
a coherent whole (Mayes et al., 2004).

By contrast, in replication of previous ERP studies
on associative recognition (Donaldson and Rugg, 1998,
1999) and consistent with behavioral studies revealing
a predominant role of recollection in associative recog-
nition memory tasks (Yonelinas, 2002), a significant late
parietal, but no early frontal, old/new effect was found in
the inter-item condition in which associative recognition
relied on the successful establishment of associations
between unrelated faces. This finding is compatible
with the view that recollection is intimately involved
in the retrieval of arbitrarily associated information,
whereas familiarity is not supportive of the associative
recognition of unrelated items (Quamme, 2004). Again,
the result that the late parietal old/new effect was sig-
nificantly greater for correct relative to incorrect asso-
ciative judgments in the inter-item condition is direct
evidence that in addition to item (face) memory, the suc-
cessful retrieval of associations between faces exerts an
influence on the recollection process (note that com-
pared to the intra-item condition, fewer participants
performed reliably above chance in inter-item forced-
choice judgments; hence, it is not surprising that the
difference between H+ and H2, though statistically reli-
able, was relatively small in the inter-item condition). The
fact that associative recognition was worse in the inter-
than in the intra-item condition may result from the hip-
pocampal recollection mechanism being more effortful
and more prone to errors than the MTLC familiarity
mechanism. Another possible explanation for better as-
sociative recognition performance in the intra-item con-
dition may be that successful unitizations of faces in the
intra-item condition resulted in facilitated rejection of
nontarget faces in the forced-choice task, since they
were not part of the unitized representations activated
by the single test faces.

On the basis of our findings, we suggest that recogni-
tion of items that are part of unitized or ‘‘generalized’’
representations (such as the faces in the intra-item con-
dition) is mainly based on familiarity, whereas recogni-
tion of items that were not generalized or unitized with
other items (such as the faces in the inter-item condition)
is mainly based on recollection. This could be the case
because unitization processes occurring across re-
peated exposures might result in generalized item
representations that are not strongly linked to a specific
episodic context and thus represent some kind of se-
mantic memory that facilitates familiarity-based recog-
nition without the recollection of specific episodes. By
contrast, items that are only encountered in unique epi-
sodes are likely to be stored in memory traces that con-
sist of connections between items and specific episodic
information, which enables conscious retrieval of the
items and the episodes in which they were experienced.
This view is supported by our finding that an early fron-
tal, but no significant late parietal, old/new effect sup-
ported recognition in the intra-item condition, whereas
a significant late parietal, but no early frontal, old/new
effect accompanied recognition in the inter-item con-
dition. In other words, the task characteristics of the
inter-item condition seem to have boosted recollection-
related retrieval processes while familiarity-based
recognition only played a negligible role.

Our data also revealed old/new differences that arose
earlier than the ERP correlate of familiarity (cf. Tsivilis
et al., 2001). Specifically, between 200 and 300 ms,
both conditions were associated with frontally pro-
nounced, more positive-going waveforms for hits rela-
tive to correct rejections. Although the functional signif-
icance of these early effects is unclear, a tentative
interpretation might be that they reflect perceptual prim-
ing or implicit memory processes elicited by the presen-
tation of previously encountered material. Interestingly,
these processes seemed to support associative judg-
ments in the intra- but not in the inter-item condition,
since only in the former condition was there a significant
difference between H+ and H2. Hence, it remains to be
investigated whether a perceptual priming account can
explain this finding, as it is unclear why perceptual prim-
ing should occur for successful (H+) but not for unsuc-
cessful (H2) associative judgments in the intra-item
condition. This pattern could only be accommodated
by perceptual priming if it is assumed that the greater
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familiarity level for H+ items is associated with more pro-
nounced perceptual priming for H+ relative to H2 items.
To conclude, further studies are warranted to disclose
the functional significance of such very early frontally
pronounced old/new effects.

A second issue addressed in the present study was
whether there are dissociable electrophysiological cor-
relates of inter- versus intra-item associations at the en-
coding stage. Consistent with other studies that have
compared Dm effects for different qualities of hit re-
sponses (i.e., ‘‘remember’’ versus ‘‘know’’ responses;
Duarte et al., 2004; Friedman and Trott, 2000; Mangels
et al., 2001; Smith, 1993; Yovel and Paller, 2004), we in-
vestigated whether Dm effects emerge in encoding ac-
tivity that leads to successful associative retrieval. We
found reliable Dm effects for successful associative rec-
ognition of face-pairs elicited by the second faces within
the study face-pairs (Figure 2). The Dm effects were
widespread, positive-going ERP deflections with a max-
imum over fronto-central sites emerging approximately
400 ms after stimulus onset and sustaining until the
end of the recording epoch. Together with the finding
that there were no reliable Dm effects during presenta-
tion of the first faces within the study face-pairs, this pat-
tern clearly suggests that the Dm effects reflected brain
activity specifically tied to the encoding of associations
between faces. However, despite the fact that the re-
trieval of both types of associations could be electro-
physiologically dissociated, at the encoding stage there
were no differential Dm effects for inter- versus intra-
item associations, indicating that highly similar encod-
ing-related control processes in pursuit of successful
memory performance were initiated in both conditions.

Although our findings are largely consistent with the
expected pattern for the electrophysiological correlates
of familiarity and recollection, our data are open to alter-
native interpretations. A first issue is that the dissocia-
tion of the early frontal from the late parietal old/new ef-
fect may be a byproduct of condition differences in task
difficulty or task performance. However, this seems to
be unlikely because double (rather than single) dissoci-
ations cannot be accounted for by differences in task
difficulty. Moreover, our post-hoc analyses using groups
with matched behavioral performance confirmed the
double dissociation of the early frontal and the late pari-
etal old/new effect. Given this, it seems unlikely that
differences in behavioral performance have confounded
the present findings.

A second issue is that there might have been condi-
tion differences in encoding- and retrieval-related strat-
egy application that influenced the pattern of ERP find-
ings. Although this possibility cannot be completely
ruled out, at least two results argue against this interpre-
tation. First, we found no condition differences for the
obtained Dm effects. Given that the Dm effects reflected
the application of strategic encoding operations tar-
geted at forming associations between face stimuli,
this result indicates that there were no differences be-
tween conditions with regard to encoding-related strat-
egy application. Second, differential strategy applica-
tions may likely lead to condition differences in the
time course of behavioral performance. Specifically,
a mnemonic strategy engaged in one but not the other
condition may selectively improve performance in the
former condition across the time course of the task. To
examine this possibility, we conducted ANOVAs on an
ensemble of behavioral measures using the additional
factor of Time-on-Task (first versus second half of the
task). Here, we found no reliable Condition 3 Time-
on-Task interactions (all F values < 0.80), indicating
that there were no condition differences in encoding-
or retrieval-related strategies.

A third issue concerns the functional interpretation of
the observed ERP effects. Some authors have inter-
preted the early frontal old/new effect as resulting from
conceptual priming (Voss and Paller, 2006). However,
we believe that at least two arguments support the
view that the early old/new effect reflects familiarity
rather than conceptual priming. First, it is questionable
whether conceptual priming can be elicited by unfamil-
iar faces at all, given that they do not carry with them
preexisting semantic knowledge (cf. Bruce and Young,
1986; Curran et al., 2006; Voss and Paller, 2006). Sec-
ond, assuming that conceptual priming can indeed be
evoked by unfamiliar faces, the most important chal-
lenge for a conceptual priming account is the fact that
H+ elicited a significantly greater early frontal old/new
effect than H2 in the intra-item condition. Here, a con-
ceptual priming account would predict a similar early
frontal old/new effect across H+ and H2 because con-
ceptual priming should occur to a similar degree, irre-
spective of the success of associative judgments.

Another issue is whether the late parietal old/new ef-
fect may simply reflect the strength of memory traces.
However, the fact that this effect was stronger in the
more difficult inter-item condition (as indicated by lower
recognition memory performance) strongly speaks
against this alternative hypothesis, because the general
strength of memory traces was arguably greater in the
intra-item condition. Our data rather suggest that the
late parietal old/new effect depends on the retrieval of
specific types of associations, that is, associations be-
tween arbitrarily paired, nonoverlapping information.

A final issue to be addressed is that although the two
faces of the forced-choice judgment in the intra-item
condition were equal in morph-degrees away from the
previously presented test face, the two faces may never-
theless not have been perceived as equally similar to the
previously presented test face as a result from unitiza-
tion (or other) processes occurring during the encoding
phase. By this means, the test phase of the intra-item
condition may have been a simple identity matching
task. Although it cannot be completely ruled out that
identity matching was one of the mechanisms contribut-
ing to forced-choice judgments in the intra-item condi-
tion, we believe that at least three results speak against
the possibility that the task could be performed solely on
the basis of identity matching without relying on asso-
ciative representations. First, in the post-experiment
interview no participant explained that for the forced-
choice judgment he/she could simply choose the photo-
graph that depicted the same person as the previously
presented single test face. Second, if one adopted the
assumption that the intra-item condition consisted of
a pure identity matching task, the obtained performance
in the forced-choice decision would have been surpris-
ingly low (i.e., 71%). Third, the fact that the early frontal
old/new effect was significantly larger for successfully
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associated (H+) compared with unsuccessfully associ-
ated (H2) face-pairs is hard to explain under the as-
sumption that the forced-choice judgment consisted
of a pure identity matching task. This pattern could
only be explained if it is assumed that single faces that
were accompanied by high levels of item familiarity
were associated with higher probabilities of correct
identity matching compared to low-familiarity faces. In
this case, the greater familiarity signal for H+ relative
to H2 in the intra-item condition could simply reflect dif-
ferences in item-level familiarity rather than mirroring
how well participants encoded and retrieved intra-item
associations. However, as it cannot easily be explained
why differences in item-level familiarity should be asso-
ciated with a differential success in identity matching,
we believe that our findings favor the view that the ob-
tained early frontal old/new effect partly reflected asso-
ciative recognition memory processes rather than differ-
ences in item-level familiarity alone.

In conclusion, the present findings have shed new
light on the controversy concerning the neurocognitive
mechanisms underlying (associative) recognition mem-
ory. To the best of our knowledge, a double dissociation
of familiarity and recollection within the same experi-
ment has never been reported before, except in a recent
study by Woodruff et al. (2006). These authors found that
words recognized on the basis of familiarity (operation-
ally defined as the confidence level with which an old re-
sponse was given) in the absence of recollection elicited
an early frontal, but no late parietal, ERP old/new effect.
The former effect also varied with the strength of the fa-
miliarity signal that participants experienced during rec-
ognition of the single words. By contrast, words that
were reported to be accompanied by the recollection
of specific contextual details relative to highly familiar
words elicited a later parietal old/new effect that was in-
sensitive to familiarity, indicating that the late parietal
old/new effect is specific for recollection. The data of
the present study extend this finding and provide strong
evidence for dual-process accounts by doubly dissoci-
ating the putative electrophysiological correlates of fa-
miliarity and recollection in a manner consistent with
the proposed functional characteristics of these mem-
ory processes as per Norman and O’Reilly’s (2003)
dual-process model. Hence, our findings reveal further
and compelling evidence for this neurocomputational
model. Moreover, the present results extend our knowl-
edge on the dual processes supporting human recogni-
tion memory, since our data indicate that familiarity and
recollection may subserve distinct types of associative
retrieval: while recollection seems to enable retrieval of
associations between arbitrarily paired, nonoverlapping
items, familiarity may support associative recognition
judgments in situations where the to-be-associated
items can be unitized. Finally, our findings revealed
common neural activity in the encoding phase that sup-
ported the formation of intra- and inter-item associa-
tions in episodic memory.

Experimental Procedures

Participants

Sixteen healthy, right-handed students with normal or corrected-

to-normal vision from Saarland University (mean age = 22.31, stan-
dard deviation [SD] = 2.33, range = 19–26; eight females) provided

informed consent to participate in the study in return for cash pay-

ment. Data from one additional participant were discarded due to

pulse artifacts on the left mastoid recording.

Face Stimuli

The face stimuli were 552 gray-scale photographs of unfamiliar

faces taken from a picture database (Jäger et al., 2005) (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). Among others, the picture data-

base contained pairs of morphed faces, that is, sets of two different

faces that were gradually transformed into each other, resulting in

intermediate morphed faces along the morph-continua. Of the avail-

able morph-continua, we selected the 0%, 35%, 70%, and 100%

morphed faces, which were then used for the intra-item condition.

Every morph-continuum was rated in a pilot study for similarity on

physical and identity dimensions (Jäger et al., 2005), and we se-

lected 60 morph-continua (i.e., 240 face stimuli) in which neighbor-

ing morph-degrees were rated as clearly physically discriminable

but still representing the same person to a high degree. Additionally,

we selected 312 further unmodified face stimuli from the same pic-

ture database for the inter-item condition and the new faces of both

conditions.

Associative Recognition Memory Task

Participants performed 24 blocks of an associative recognition

memory task, with each block consisting of a study and a test phase

(Figure 1). In 12 blocks, participants encoded face-pairs represent-

ing two different but gender-matched persons (i.e., inter-item condi-

tion). In the other 12 blocks, participants encoded face-pairs con-

sisting of faces that were judged to represent the same person to

a high degree (i.e., intra-item condition; see Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures). This was achieved by creating face-pairs con-

sisting of a 35% and a 0% morphed face and face-pairs consisting of

a 100% and a 70% morphed face. Participants were told that they

would be presented with study-test blocks in which two photo-

graphs have to be memorized that either show two different persons

or the same person twice on physically different pictures. Intra- and

inter-item blocks were pseudorandomly intermixed.

In each study phase (Figure 1A), a total of ten face-pairs had to be

memorized. Photographs of each face-pair were presented sequen-

tially. Every novel face-pair was announced by ‘‘next pair’’ (1500 ms),

after which a fixation cross appeared on the screen (1000 ms); then,

the first face of a given face-pair was presented (700 ms), followed

by a fixation cross (1500 ms). Then, the second face of the face-

pair was presented (700 ms), again followed by a fixation cross

(1500 ms) and finally a blank screen (200 ms). Thereafter, the next

study trial started. In the inter-item condition, ten face-pairs were en-

coded that depicted two arbitrarily paired, but gender-matched,

persons. In the intra-item condition, there were ten face-pairs of

which five face-pairs were a 35% and a 0% morphed face (presented

in this order), whereas the other five face-pairs were a 100% and

a 70% morphed face (presented in this order). Participants were in-

structed to memorize the particular pairings of photographs for

a subsequent associative recognition memory test. Additionally,

participants were required to judge the gender of each face stimulus

by a button press in order to reduce the likelihood that participants

engage in strategic encoding operations. After the study phase,

a distractor task was performed for 20 s in which participants had

to count aloud backward in steps of 6, 7, 8, or 9 from a randomly pre-

sented number between 100 and 200.

In each test phase (Figure 1B), five old (i.e., studied) and three new

(i.e., unstudied) trials were intermixed. First, a fixation cross was pre-

sented (1000 ms), followed by a single test face (500 ms) that had to

be judged as old or new. The single test faces that should have been

endorsed as new were completely novel faces. The single test faces

that should have been judged as old were faces that were presented

as the first faces within the study face-pairs. In the intra-item condi-

tion, the studied single test faces were always the 35% morphed

faces. After the single test face, a fixation cross stayed on the screen

(1500 ms). In the case of a correct old response, two faces that

were both studied were next presented side by side. Participants

indicated by a forced-choice judgment which of the two faces

was paired with the previously presented single test face by press-

ing the left or right key, respectively. Photographs used in the
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forced-choice task were always the second faces within the studied

face-pairs. (Note that in the post-experiment interviews only one

participant stated having noticed that the single test faces were al-

ways the first faces within study face-pairs and that faces of the

forced-choice task were always the second faces within study

face-pairs.) For the forced-choice judgment, the faces stayed on

the screen until either a response was made or 1500 ms had elapsed.

In the intra-item condition, the target photograph of the forced-

choice task was always the 0% morphed face, while the nontarget

photograph was always the 70% morphed face of the same

morph-continuum. Hence, both target and nontarget faces differed

by a morph-degree of 35% along the morph-continuum from the ini-

tially presented single test face, which was a 35% morphed face. Be-

cause of this, forced-choice decisions could not be made solely on

the basis of differences in face similarity (Figure 1B). Faces initially

paired with the nontarget faces of the forced-choice task during

the study phase were excluded from the test phase. When the single

test face was an unstudied face and correctly endorsed as new, two

gray rectangles appeared on the screen in the same size as the face

stimuli of the forced-choice judgment, and participants had to press

a key (left or right) to continue. In the case of a wrong old/new re-

sponse to the single test face (i.e., misses or false alarms), two

gray rectangles including the word ‘‘wrong’’ were presented, and

again a button had to be pressed (left or right). Before the next

test trial started, a blank screen was presented for 2000 ms.

Before starting the experiment, participants performed 4 practice

blocks of the associative recognition memory task using faces that

did not appear during the 24 subsequent blocks. In the study and the

test phase, responses were given on a response box, and the map-

ping of response type to response keys was counterbalanced

across participants for both the study phase and the test phase.

Electrophysiological Methods

Scalp electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from an array of 59

silver/silver-chloride electrodes embedded in an elastic cap, and

amplified from DC to 1000 Hz at a sampling rate of 500 Hz (see Sup-

plemental Experimental Procedures). EEG was acquired referenced

to the left mastoid and was off-line re-referenced to linked mastoids.

Further off-line data processing included a digital low-pass filter set

to 30 Hz. Continuous EEG data was separated into 2200 ms epochs,

commencing 200 ms prior to stimulus onset (baseline).

Data Analyses

Statistical analyses of behavioral data included measures of old/

new discrimination (Pr), response bias (Br), the proportion of correct

forced-choice judgments, and response times. For both the behav-

ioral data and the EEG data, trials were excluded from further anal-

yses whenever an old/new response occurred beyond 2000 ms. Se-

lection of the time windows for ERP analyses was based on previous

studies and on visual inspection of the waveforms. As Dm effects

have been shown to reflect early as well as late ERP modulations

(Mecklinger and Müller, 1996), the ERP data in the study phase

were quantified by measuring the mean amplitudes in an early

(400–800 ms) and a late (1200–1800 ms) time window. The ERP

data in the test phase were quantified by measuring the mean ampli-

tudes in two consecutive time windows (300–400 ms and 400–700

ms), which was done to tap the early frontal old/new effect (the pu-

tative correlate of familiarity [300–400 ms]) and the late parietal old/

new effect (the putative correlate of recollection [400–700 ms]).

Behavioral and ERP data were analyzed using repeated measures

analyses of variance (ANOVAs) with an a level of a = 0.05. The Green-

house-Geisser correction for nonsphericity was used whenever ap-

propriate and epsilon-corrected p values are reported together with

uncorrected degrees of freedom. ERP Dm effects were computed as

amplitude differences between hits associated with correct forced-

choice judgments and hits associated with incorrect forced-choice

judgments. These ERP Dm effects, which were computed for both

the first and second faces of each study face-pair, were analyzed us-

ing global Condition (inter-item condition, intra-item condition) 3

Response Type (subsequent H+, subsequent H2) 3 Time Window

(400–800 ms, 1200–1800 ms) 3 Anterior-Posterior (anterior-frontal

[Fp1, Fpz, Fp2], frontal [F3, Fz, F4], central [C3, Cz, C4], parietal

[P3, Pz, P4], occipital [O1, Oz, O2]) 3 Lateral (left [Fp1, F3, C3, P3,

O1], middle [Fpz, Fz, Cz, Pz, Oz], right [Fp2, F4, C4, P4, O2])
ANOVAs. Test phase ERPs capturing the early frontal and the late

parietal old/new effects were analyzed using a global Condition 3

Response Type (correct rejection, H+, H2) 3 Time Window (300–

400 ms, 400–700 ms) 3 Anterior-Posterior 3 Lateral ANOVA using

the same electrode montage as for Dm effects. For reasons of clar-

ity, only significant main effects or interactions involving the factors

of Condition and/or Response Type are reported. Planned single

comparisons were performed using paired-samples t tests (two-

tailed, but one-tailed where directional hypotheses were tested).

Supplemental Data

The Supplemental Data for this article can be found online at http://

www.neuron.org/cgi/content/full/52/3/535/DC1/.
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